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•

The final quarter of 2018 was a challenging period for risk assets, as concerns over slowing global growth and trade
war tensions contributed to weakness across equity and credit markets.
• The fund’s bias towards credit weighed on investment performance this quarter as spreads widened across the
fixed income market.
• We continued to see attractive opportunities in the primary corporate bond market, adding a variety of new issues
during the quarter.
Risks associated with this fund:
For any past performance shown, please note that past performance is not a guide to future performance.
The value of investments and the income from them will rise and fall. This will cause the fund price, as well as any income
paid by the fund, to fall as well as rise. There is no guarantee the fund will achieve its objective, and you may not get back
the amount you originally invested.
The fund may use derivatives with the aim of profiting from a rise or a fall in the value of an asset (for example, a company’s
bonds). However, if the asset’s value varies in a different manner, the fund may incur a loss.
The fund may use derivatives to gain exposure to investments exceeding the value of the fund (leverage). This may cause
greater changes in the fund’s price and increase the risk of loss.
Further risk factors that apply to the fund can be found in the fund’s Key Investor Information Document (KIID).
Things you should know:
The fund may invest more than 35% in securities issued by any one or more of the governments listed in the fund prospectus.
Such exposure may be combined with the use of derivatives in pursuit of the fund objective. It is currently envisaged that
the fund’s exposure to such securities may exceed 35% in the governments of Germany, Japan, UK, USA although these
may vary subject only to those listed in the prospectus.
The fund allows for the extensive use of derivatives.

A highly flexible bond fund targeting
steady, positive returns
The final quarter of 2018 was a challenging period for risk
assets, as concerns over slowing global growth and trade
war tensions contributed to weakness across equity and
credit markets. In contrast, core government bonds benefited
from their perceived safe-haven qualities, with yields
declining in the US, Europe and the UK.
The fund declined during the quarter. A bias towards credit
weighed on investment performance as spreads widened
across the fixed income market. Losses were partly offset by
our core government bond positions and the fund’s tactical
credit hedge, which we implement by buying protection on
credit default swaps (CDS) indices.

We maintain our bias towards credit, where we are now
seeing the emergence of some attractive value. However,
we continue to be cautiously positioned from an interest rate
perspective, with duration held at around 2.0 years.
We continue to see attractive opportunities in the primary
corporate bond market, adding a variety of new issues over
the quarter, including deeply discounted new issues from
Japanese pharmaceutical company Takeda and German
automaker Volkswagen.
In currencies, we maintain a ‘barbell’ approach, consisting on
the one hand of defensive ‘safe-haven’ positions - such as
the Japanese yen, Swiss franc and US dollar – and, on the
other hand, much smaller opportunistic positions, such as
the Russian ruble and Colombian peso.
Fund facts

The fund's one-month rolling peak-to-current drawdown
reached 178 basis points (bps) during the quarter, although
this had fallen to 12 bps by the end of December. Ex-post
one-month volatility remains comfortably below its 5% trigger
level, at 1.83% at the end of December.
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2.0

Spread duration (years)
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Source: M&G, as at 31 December 2018
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shares, income reinvested, price-to-price basis. *The fund was

launched on 21 December 2016. The fund targets combined income and capital growth of at least 3-month EURIBOR plus 2.5% per year
over any three-year period, before any charges and in any market condition. There is no guarantee that the fund will achieve a positive
return over any period and investors may not get back the original amount they invest. Fund performance data shows both gross returns
(before the Ongoing Charge Figure is taken), which is in line with the fund’s objective, and net returns (after the Ongoing Charge Figure is
taken) to illustrate how charges affect performance. Investors should note that the net return figure is what they would receive and is therefore
the more relevant figure.

Figure 1. Strategic asset allocation
Strategy
High-conviction credit
(single name or theme)
‘Risk-free’, duration and currencies

Net (%)
46.0
33.0

Short-dated investment grade credit
Asset-backed and mortgage-backed
securities
Fixed coupon high yield

19.4

Long-dated investment grade credit

6.0

Inflation strategy

3.1

High yield floating rate notes

1.9

Tactical credit hedges

14.0
6.9

-30.3

Source: M&G, as at 31 December 2018

High yield floating rate notes: Bonds issued by companies with a
low credit rating from a recognised credit rating agency, which pay
a variable level of income and have a very low sensitivity to
movements in interest rates.
Inflation strategy: Strategy to identify opportunities across global
inflation-linked bond markets, which are bonds where both the
interest payments and face value are adjusted in line with inflation.
Long-dated investment grade credit: Bonds issued by
companies with a high credit rating from a recognised credit rating
agency, which are due to mature in more than 5 years.
‘Risk-free’, duration, and currencies: Strategy to identify
opportunities across global government bond and currency markets
including the fund’s ‘risk-free’ exposure, typically consisting of
bonds issued by highly rated governments (such as the UK, the US
or Germany).

Asset-backed securities: Bonds whose income is derived from a
pool of underlying assets, such as mortgages.

Short-dated investment grade credit: Bonds issued by
companies with a high credit rating from a recognised credit rating
agency, which are due to mature within five years.

Fixed coupon high yield credit: Bonds issued by companies with
a low credit rating from a recognised credit rating agency.

Tactical credit hedges: Strategy to adjust the fund’s overall credit
exposure, typically implemented through the use of the derivatives.

High-conviction
credit
(single
name
or
thematic):
Encompassing the fund managers’ key convictions across
developed and emerging market corporate bond markets.
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For Investment Professionals and Institutional Investors only. Not for onward distribution. No other persons should rely on any information contained within.
Distribution of this document in or from Switzerland is not permissible with the exception of the distribution to Qualified Investors according to the Swiss Collective
Investment Schemes Act, the Swiss Collective Investment Schemes Ordinance and the respective Circular issued by the Swiss supervisory authority ("Qualified
Investors"). Supplied for the use by the initial recipient (provided it is a Qualified Investor) only. In Spain the M&G Investment Funds are registered for public distribution
under Art. 15 of Act 35/2003 on Collective Investment Schemes as follows: M&G Investment Funds (1) reg. no 390, M&G Investment Funds (2) reg. no 601, M&G Investment Funds
(3) reg. no 391, M&G Investment Funds (12) reg. no 1415, M&G Optimal Income Fund reg. no 522, M&G (Lux) Investment Funds 1 reg. no 1551. The collective investment
schemes referred to in this document (the "Schemes") are open-ended investment companies with variable capital, incorporated in England and Wales in respect of M&G
Investment Funds and in Luxembourg in respect of M&G (Lux) Investment Funds. In the Netherlands, all funds referred to, are UCITS and registered with the Dutch regulator,
the AFM. This information is not an offer or solicitation of an offer for the purchase of investment shares in one of the Funds referred to herein. Purchases of a Fund should be
based on the current Prospectus. The Instrument of Incorporation, Prospectus, Key Investor Information Document, annual or interim Investment Report and Financial
Statements, are available free of charge, in paper form, from M&G International Investments S.A. or one of the following - M&G International Investments S.A., German branch,
mainBuilding, Taunusanlage 19, 60325 Frankfurt am Main; the Austrian paying agent: Société Générale Vienna Branch, Zweigniederlassung Wien Prinz Eugen-Strasse,
8-10/5/Top 11 A-1040 Wien, Austria; the Luxembourg paying agent Société Générale Bank & Trust SA, Centre operational 28-32, place de la Gare L-1616 Luxembourg; the
Danish paying agent: Nordea Bank Danmark A/S Issuer Services, Securities Services, Hermes Hus, Helgeshøj Allé 33, Postbox 850, DK-0900, Copenhagen C, Denmark;
Allfunds Bank, Calle Estafeta, No 6 Complejo Plaza de la Fuente, La Moraleja, 28109, Alcobendas, Madrid, Spain; M&G International Investments S.A. French branch; from
the French centralising agent of the Fund: RBC Investors Services Bank France; or from the Swedish paying agent: Nordea Bank AB (publ), Smålandsgatan 17, 105 71
Stockholm, Sweden. For Switzerland, please refer to M&G International Investments Switzerland AG, Talstrasse 66, 8001 Zurich or Société Générale, Paris, Zurich Branch,
Talacker 50, P.O. Box 5070, 8021 Zurich, which acts as the Swiss representative of the Schemes (the "Swiss Representative") and acts as their Swiss paying

agent. For Italy, they can also be obtained on the website: www.mandgitalia.it. For Ireland, they are available in English language and can also be obtained from the Irish facilities
agent, Société Générale SA, Dublin Branch, 3rd Floor IFSC House – The IFSC Dublin 1, Ireland. For Germany and Austria, copies of the Instrument of incorporation, annual or
interim Investment Report, Financial Statements and Prospectus are available in English and the Prospectus and Key Investor Information Document/s are available in German.
Before subscribing investors should read the Prospectus, which includes a description of the investment risks relating to these funds. The information contained herein is not
a substitute for independent investment advice. This financial promotion is issued by M&G International Investments S.A. Registered Office: 16, Boulevard Royal, L-2449,
Luxembourg. The Portuguese Securities Market Commission (Comissão do Mercado de Valores Mobiliários, the “CMVM”) has received a passporting notification under Directive
2009/65/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council and the Commission Regulation (EU) 584/2010 enabling the fund to be distributed to the public in Portugal.
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